Synchronous SSVEP Data Acquisition System
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Abstract – Steady State Visually Evoked Potentials have been known for several decades and they appear in the primary visual cortex of brain as a result of light stimulation of the sense of sight. In this article a simple method for electroencephalographic data acquisition is presented. The system is based on the DSM-51 unit connected to goggles with blinking diodes and Mindset-1000 EEG amplifier with 16 channels. We present self-developed hardware and method of effective synchronization for the light stimulation and brain activity recording.

1 Introduction

The phenomenon of signals of electrical nature evoked in the nervous system through the stimulation of the sense of sight by light was already observed towards the end of the nineteenth century [1, 2]. A special case of this phenomenon is the stimulation of the retina by a monotonously modulated light stimulus. It is known as the Steady State Visually Evoked Potentials (SSVEP).

While examining this phenomenon it is critical to precisely synchronize the stimulus and the analyzed EEG signal [3]. Without this condition, it is much more difficult, if not impossible, to obtain credible results.

Good understanding of the engineering and mechanisms of communication taking place in different brain regions is crucial for development of reliable brain-computer interface [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
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2 Materials

In the solution described below, a DSM51 microprocessor system was used as a driver working in hard real-time mode. This mode provides precise timing, and is possible after the capture of timer interruption.

The DSM51 system contains the three eight-bit digital I/O ports, and an eight-bit digital-to-analog (DAC) converter [10].

During the direct stimulation of the sense of sight, a specially designed pair of goggles with tri-color (RGB) LEDs were used.

A specially designed adapter provides the transformation of the control signals coming from the DSM51 into the currents controlling the RGB LEDs embedded in the goggles. Fig. 1 shows the one-third of the adapter which is responsible for the control of the brightness of the red component.

The EEG signal was acquired by means of a Mindset 1000 amplifier (Nolan Computer Systems production). It is a 16-channel device with 16-bit analog-to-digital converter and a software-programmable sampling rate of 64, 128, 256, 512 or 1024 samples per second from each channel [11].

Fig. 2 shows a diagram illustrating the idea of a SSVEP research set action [12]. The data acquisition system, as used here, has been described in [13, 14].
3 Methods

The brightness of RGB LEDs embedded in the goggles was modulated by a sinusoidal signal coming from the digital-to-analog DSM51 converter. 28 frequencies between 3 and 30 Hz in steps of 1 Hz were used. The period of modulation for each frequency was 1 second.

The reason behind the use of a sinusoidal signal is that it reduces the harmonic content in the signal evoked.

In addition to the sinusoidal modulation of light intensity for each RGB component, it is possible to determine one of the four levels of brightness: 100%, 50%, 25% and 0%. This depends on the value of two bits of parallel I/O port of the DSM51. For the three RGB colours, 6 bits in total were used. (see Figs 1 and 2).

It was assumed that at least one RGB component is emitted with 100% intensity. In this way, it was possible to create 37 different colours. These colours are presented in Table ?? as hex strings known from HTML.

Taking into account the periods of goggles extinction, the duration of the entire experiment can be roughly estimated as $(29 \cdot 38 = 1102)$ seconds, which is more than 18 minutes.

Thanks to the high-precision timing of the DSM51 system, the error of time for the entire study did not exceed 2 ms, which was negligibly small.

The EEG device took 256 samples of signal per second.

The EEG signal was acquired through two electrodes named O1 and O2 in the 10/20 system. The function of the reference electrode was performed by the electrode Cz.

4 Solution

To ensure a synchronous recording of the stimulating signal and the EEG signal containing the evoked reaction, a specially prepared (amplitude-limited) sinusoidal
signal modulating the brightness of RGB LED light - that is a stimulatory signal - was introduced at the input of one of the MS1000 amplifier channels. This is very important because the collected signal is then subjected to a multistage processing, which includes, inter alia, digital filters limiting the frequency band to the range of interest. Each stage of signal processing can cause a delay between the source signal and the resulting signal.

In the described solution, the adapter mentioned above also suppresses the signal driving the RGB LEDs in the goggles to a level which enables the EEG amplifier to record it. To ensure compliance with the medical standards, the synchronizing signal fed from the adapter to the EEG device must be electrically isolated, for example by means of a transformer or an optoelectronic element (see Fig. 2).

5 Summary

In the proposed method the stimulatory signal goes the same way as the EEG signal, so there is no accumulation of time errors that may arise during the processing of the signal.
Such approach provides a sound basis for further correct analysis of the effectiveness of the stimulation, which is particularly important if the signal is to be processed in real time - for example in the studies of neurofeedback phenomena.

6 Future Plans

The system described in this paper provides a very good basis for an integrated research environment. It contains a platform for the management of the collected data and an application for the remote preparation and management of the experiment.

Thanks to this solution, the system operator and the person tested will not have to stay in the same room during the experiment. At the same time, full control over the test will be secured. Another advantage of this solution is the possibility of recording the obtained measurement data in a properly-designed database. The basis for such an integrated system can be the Raspberry PI platform.

The advantage of this solution are the small sizes and the variety of available connectors such as HDMI, CSI - Camera Serial Interface DSI - Display Serial Interface, AudioJack, GPIO-General Purpose Input / Output, plug the SD card, USB, Ethernet. Extensive documentation on the manufacturer’s website and the six Linux distributions created specifically to work with the Raspberry PI microcomputer, help to adapt the platform to one’s needs.
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